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Compound modules for 
phased array radars 
The military is nearing the firstwidespread use 
of the benefits of phased-array radars (PARs). 
The US military in particular.has a new name 
for this - "active electronically scanned arrays" 
(AESA) radar - indicating renewed interest for 
airborne military radar. These systems should 
eventually also find their way into civil aircraft. 
But much will depend on drastically lower costs. 
Certainly, the benefits of AESA will not pass by 
non-military radar users. Compactness coupled 
with much improved performance and built-in 
redundancy are features which commend it to 
civilian ground and airborne applications. 
The AESA capitalises on advances in materials, 
devices and design - largely in commercial prod- 
uct developments - to produce high-perform- 
ance multi-~nction radars (the first true arrays, 
since they employ monolithic omponents), 
They will first be used as the main sensor in 
new fighter aircraft such as the F-22. AESA may 
also be offered in compact "podded" form to 
augment current-generation aircraft. 
Each AESA system comprises hundreds or even 
thousands of transmit-receive modules (TRMs), 
the signals from which are digitally converted 
and processed by high-performance coml~uters. 
The size of the TI~M has reached the "brick" Stage, 
as deployed in the F-22. Next, the "tile" wile 
exploit material and device advancesto use 
one face as the T/R antenna while electronic 
components are mounted on the reverse side. 
Fi rst-ge nerat ion TR Ms cost US$zo,ooo each, 
but "tile" TRMs are under £i,ooo and-falling; 
US.$250 would ensure competitiveness for wider 
application (e.g. missiles). Exploiting commercial 
RF module design and manufacturing, GaAs- 
based TRMs are heading down the cost curve. 
Other materials may be considered. For the short 
term, SiGe gives better integration of analogue 
and digital functions than GaAs.but poorer ther- 
mal l~erformance (important in such compact 
systems). SiC and GaN have a better combina- 
tion of sig!~al processing and thermal behaviour, 
but m uch less advanced circuit complexity. 
Also under development, InP has good thermal 
behaviour and miUimetre-wave performance. " 
Currently the industry is undecided on the 
timesca[e for these developmentS (pending 
defence spending allocation etc). But, unlike 
other potential microwave systems, TRM.can 
ultimately be considered for commercial uses - 
translating military expenditure into non-defence 
applications. The military market will number 
thousands of units for aircraft and maybe tens 
of thousands if used in missiles; civil applica- 
tions may reach hundreds of thousands of units. 
Moreover, some of the technology used to shrink 
component count (by using more MMICs per 
module) has crossed over to the current trend in 
wireless handset manufacturing (e.g. combina- 
tion of transmitter and antenna into one unit). 
The TRMs have been designed for thermal 
management (reducing stress and prolonging 
its life). It is exoected that the JSF radar will be 
less than 25% the weight and a third the cost 
of the F-15's, greatly benefitting the overall air- 
craft design. AESA also includes more capabili- 
ties for electronic counter-measures (due to 
having more energy over a narrow bandwidth). 
Having mia[tiple antennas also enables a mis- 
sion to continue should One part fail. Air Force 
officials also nowanticipate.the conceptof 
"fit-for-life" (or at least:much reduced mainte- 
nance). The. AESA thus potentially -has. much 
Iower cost-or-ownershi p than today's radars. 
Coupling AESA hardware with improved data 
:orocessing and software, next-generation aircraft 
will have-much improved target discrimination 
(very important after recent European conflicts) 
as well as true mult-i-func~i~nality, switching 
between various .Configurations (few.radars in 
fightersoffer full air-to-ground .capabilitieS).. -- 
In one tactical scenario - together-with Other 
sensors such as TV and infra-redoptics for he.l- 
met-mounted sights- a fighter could "ilis.te.n, to 
enemy aircraft ra.dartrari.smisSions:with t e 
AESA and launclialatest-generation AMRAAM 
missile without that .enemy knowing it.was " 
under attack until too late. 
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